Recommendations For The
Compatible Stacking Of Crates
International Council For
Reusable Transport Items (IC-RTI)

Executive Summary
Reusable Transport Items, crates, pallets and roll cages,

The IC-RTI has been formed to remove these barriers by

represent the „Nuts and Bolts“ of the Fast Moving Con-

creating standards that ensure the compatibility of

sumer Goods (FMCG) Supply Chain.

equipment and Pool Management systems.

At the end of the previous millennium we saw an in-

The membership is drawn from Manufacturers, Retail-

creasing variety of equipment, managed in a variety of

ers, RTI designers and Pool Operators, and the Council

different ways, being used to handle an expanding ca-

co-ordinates its activities with both National ECR bod-

talogue of products, all with the aim of reducing Sup-

ies and EAN·UCC.

ply Chain Costs for individual elements within the Total
Supply Chain.

This document tackles the first of these issues, the basic
600 mm x 400 mm crate and its sub modules and the

The actual effect of all these disconnected initiatives

way in which different designs can be made compatible

was to increase the complexity of the RTI operations

with each other to provide safe handling and stacking,

exponentially, this in turn, reduced the benefits of the

throughout the Supply Chain.

new initiatives and effectively slowed down the expansion in the use of RTI, as the forecast savings failed to

In the future, by following the guidelines outlined in

materialise.

this recommendation, which define the dimensions of
the stacking interface between crates, there will be

In their drive to meet the ever increasing and varied

major commercial benefit to the users of RTI, this will

demands of their customers, the RTI designers and ser-

include:

vice providers were introducing more and more mutu-

❚ No longer having to transfer merchandise from one

ally incompatible designs, which created barriers to the

crate to another to achieve safe loading.

wider acceptance and use of the very products their

❚ A reduction in product handling damage.

customers were demanding.

❚ Being able to select the right crate for the product
from a variety of designs and Suppliers, in the certain

Left unchecked, this would have resulted in an ever-in-

knowledge that it will not cause handling problems

creasing population of incompatible equipment where

with other equipment.

the cost of change would block any attempt to remove
the obvious inefficiencies within the Supply Chain.
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1. International Council For Reusable Transport Items (IC-RTI)
The IC-RTI is established under the umbrella of ECR

The mission of IC-RTI is:

Europe and is supported by EAN International Associa-

❚ To enable and facilitate efficient business processes

tion, Brussels. The role of the IC-RTI is to co-ordinate
the various ECR initiatives that impact upon the design,
management and identification of RTI.

that support the use of RTI in the international flow
of goods
❚ To define and establish the necessary criteria for the
technical and organisational compatibility of RTI

The IC-RTI consists of a steering committee and working parties for specific topics bringing together companies and organisations representing the whole RTI-Supply Chain: Brand manufacturers, growers, retailers, RTI

❚ To facilitate competition in the use of RTI by developing and promoting these criteria as standards within
our industry
❚ To remove the barriers that both prevent the adop-

manufacturers and pool-operators. The secretariat is

tion of these approaches and perpetuate the existing

provided by CCG in Cologne, a member of EAN.

inefficiencies within the Supply Chain
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3. Introduction
Compatibility of RTI is a basic requirement for in-

This guideline has been developed to help plastic crate

creased efficiency throughout the Supply Chain.

manufacturers and RTI users, when specifying and designing new stackable crates. Clearly these guidelines

Throughout both product distribution and the reverse

cannot change designs that are already in existence but

logistics of RTI, different kinds of crates are intermixed.

over time there will be a convergence of different de-

In order to provide safe stacking and reduce costs in

sign principles and an increasing population of compat-

handling, storage and transport, the different RTI de-

ible crates.

signs must be compatible with each other, whether
loaded or empty.

The recommendations do not represent a full specification for every aspect of crate design, nor do they seek
to recommend one design principle over another, the
aim is to provide guidelines that can be used with all
types of stackable crates, in order to achieve compatibility between different designs.

Remove the barriers!

from:

to:
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4. Objective
The objective of this guideline is the definition of crite-

However, there are two apparently incompatible de-

ria that can provide both full and partial compatibility

sign principles, crates with tapering sides that nest

for the stacking of crates used in the consumer goods

when they are empty and crates with non tapering

industry.

sides that either fold or collapse to reduce their volume
when empty or remain rigid and do not volume re-

Partial compatibility means that the possibility of inter-

duce.

stacking rigid, nestable and all types of foldable crates,
is limited or depends upon specific conditions. Exam-

The key criteria for each of these two families of crates

ples for such conditions are illustrated in annex 1. Par-

are provided in this recommendation. Following the

tial compatibility would allow less complicated techni-

guidelines within this recommendation will ensure that

cal solutions than those required for full compatibility.

all the crates, within these two distinct families of
crates, will be compatible when stacked, this is defined

Full compatibility means that rigid, nestable and all

as partial compatibility.

types of foldable crates can stack on top and underneath each other without any constraints.

Partially compatible with
other family i.e. collapsible
on top of stack/nest or
stack/nest underneath
collapsible.

Compatible within family

Compatible within family

Fully compatible i.e. Any crate on top of or underneath any other crate

It also proposes two alternative design techniques that

The only way to achieve full compatibility between

could extend this partial compatibility to encompass

these two families of crates would be to ensure that all

limited compatibility between these two different crate

crates within both families had both channels in the

“families”.

base and a supporting stacking bar or equivalent feature in the top rim.

Both of these design features would allow non nesting
crates to be stacked on top of nesting crates but not

The criteria within the recommendation are applicable

vice versa.

to all forms of crate design, it is not the intention to
recommend a particular type of crate design, the aim is
compatibility between all crate designs.
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5. Scope and Requirements
5.1 Basic dimensions
The following selected modules are an excerpt of the

Crates and boxes based on the larger module dimen-

pack dimensions listed in ISO 3394 (Dimensions of rigid

sions:

rectangular packages - Transport packages).

❚ (i.e. 800 mm x 600 mm, 1200 mm x 800 mm or
1200 mm x 1000 mm) should use a design that allows

The dimensions shown below are the maximum dimen-

inter-stacking with crates of the above mentioned

sions for the modules.

smaller dimensions.

This selection represents the majority of the modules

There are several design solutions to achieve compati-

utilised in the design of RTI and all are derived from

ble stacking with larger crates e.g.:

the basic 600 mm x 400 mm module

❚ Additional centring features at the top rim, which en-

❚ 1200 x 1000 mm
❚ 1200 x 800 mm
❚ 800 x 600 mm

ables smaller crates to stack on bigger crates without
sliding and falling
❚ A stepped rim in connection with thicker side walls

❚ 600 x 400 mm
❚ 400 x 300 mm

Care should be taken when calculating manufacturing

❚ 300 x 200 mm

tolerances for these larger crates that the tolerance

❚ 400 x 200 mm

does not result in key dimensions being compromised
when establishing compatibility with the smaller mod-

The relevant criteria for the compatible stacking of

ules.

crates are defined in detail for the following modules:
❚ 600 x 400 mm

These alternatives must conform to the general princi-

❚ 400 x 300 mm

ples of stacking compatibility and not cause incompati-

❚ 300 x 200 mm

bility between different modular dimensions and for

❚ 400 x 200 mm

different applications.
The decision on which design solutions to use will be
left to the individual designers.
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5.2 Definition of compatible stacking
The recommendation has been restricted to meet the
most commonly used stacking configurations: a stack
of crates, all of which have the same module size and
the stacking of smaller modules on top of larger modules, these are defined as follows:
Defined in this Recommendation:
Pile stacking:
Crates having the same modular size can be stacked on
top and underneath each other.
Modular stacking:
Crates with different modular sizes and designs can be
stacked without overlapping in the following way:
❚ Smaller crates stack on bigger crates
(partial compatibility)
Not defined in detail in this Recommendation:
Mixed stacking/Bond stacking:
Crates with different modular sizes and designs can be
stacked on top and underneath each other forming an
overlapping pattern.
Bond stacking is defined in the European Pre-standard
prEN 13199-3 „Packaging – Small Load Carrier systems –
Part 3: Bond Stackable Systems (BSS)“

Mixed stacking is an additional configuration widely

The following illustrations of the underside of a 600 x

used in the distribution of beverages, the crates may

400 mm crate show the complex pattern of channels

have the same or different module dimensions but are

required for full stacking compatibility and bond stack-

usually of the same height, it is considered to be an

ing and illustrate why it has not been attempted to de-

optional extension of the modular stacking objective.

fine the position of all the possible combinations that
might be required.

Because of the potential complexity and the differing
requirements of RTI users, the detailed dimensions and
drawings within the recommendation have been restricted, however the requirements and dimensions, for
all forms of stacking, can be derived from the information in this document.
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Examples of base design:

Base for a Standard 600 mm x 400 mm module,
compatible with itself

Base for a Standard 600 mm x 400 mm module,
compatible with itself and half size, 400 mm x 300 mm
modules

Base for a Standard 600 mm x 400 mm module,
compatible with itself and half size, 400 mm x 300 mm
modules and stack nest crates with location features
and also capable of bond stacking with standard 600
mm x 400 mm modules

Base for a Standard 600 mm x 400 mm module,
compatible with itself and half size, 400 mm x 300 mm
modules and stack nest crates with location features
and also capable of bond stacking with standard 600
mm x 400 mm modules and block stacking with half
size 400 mm x 300 mm modules
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6. Additional requirements in the field of crate design
❚ Easy handling: smooth sliding of crates on each other
❚ Compatible stacking with existing crate stocks as far
as possible
❚ Proper stacking of crates independent of the various
wall thicknesses
❚ Protection against slipping: smaller modules locate securely on larger ones.
❚ Suitability for automatic/semiautomatic handling, e.g.
conveyor systems, palletisation

7. Criteria for the compatible stacking of crates
Compatible stacking of crates is achieved by defining

❚ In a load-bearing position the stacking feature is

certain elements of the top rim and crate bottom, con-

above the top rim. In the non-load bearing position

struction principles and design criteria. The key criteria

the rim of the crate and the stacking feature form a

in the recommendation have therefore been restricted

continuous rim. Bar channels are constructed in the

to the criteria necessary to support compatible stacking.

bottom of all crates to achieve the stacking location.
or
❚ All crates are designed to have a continuous top rim

As stated in the objective, these criteria are applicable

around the top of the crate to provide the stacking

to all forms of crate design, it is not intended to recom-

location and allow the base of the crate above to be

mend a particular type of crate design, the aim is com-

above the stacking feature in the load bearing and

patibility between all crate designs.

non-load bearing position, i.e. the inter locking feature remains 12 mm below the top rim in all positions

The recommendation defines the criteria for the two
apparently incompatible design principles, crates with

The decision on which solution to use is left to the mar-

tapering sides that nest when they are empty and

ket. This results in partial compatibility. Annex 1 has

crates with non tapering sides that either fold or col-

diagrams illustrating variants of partial compatible

lapse to reduce their volume when empty or remain

stacking, both of these design features would allow

rigid and do not volume reduce.

non nesting crates to be stacked on top of nesting
crates but not vice versa.

Using these criteria it is also possible to consider two alternative design techniques that could extend this partial compatibility to encompass limited compatibility
between these two different crate “families”:
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These diagrams are an illustration of the table on the
following page which defines the key compatibility criteria.

3
1b

Top view
1b

2b
2b
1a
Side view

2a

6
4b
5

Internal view of crate corner
1.) Maximum outer dimensions
of the crate according to
modular system
1a) Maximum outer length
7

1b) Maximum outer width

6

2.) Minimum inner dimensions

8

of the crate
2a) Minimum inner length
2b) Minimum inner width
3.) Thickness of the top rim
4.) Maximum outer dimensions
for bottom construction
4a) Maximum outer length
4b) Maximum outer width
5.) 0,5 * Clearance for location
width
6.) Location height
9a
9b

7.) Minimum clearance for
location height
8.) Maximum radius for inner
corner of the top rim
9.) Location of interlocking
features for crates with
moveable elements as a
stacking principle
9a) Minimum outer dimension between the locking/stacking feature
9b) Maximum inner dimension between the locking/stacking feature
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The relevant criteria are:
1.

2.

3.

Maximum outer dimensions of the crate (based on

dependant on the basic dimensions of the crate

modular sizes)

(see annex 2)

Minimum inner dimensions of the crate measured at

dependant on the basic dimensions of the crate

the rim

(see annex 2)

Thickness of the top rim

Range 3 - 15,5 mm (prefered 15,5 mm,
see explanations at section 8)

Maximum outer dimensions for bottom construction

4.

dependant on the basic dimensions of the crate
(see annex 2)

Clearance for location width, resulting from the calcu-

dependant on the basic dimensions of the crate

lation of the dimensions

(see annex 2)

6.

Location height

8-11 mm

7.

Minimum Clearance for location height

12 mm

8.

Maximum radius for the inner corners of the top rim

3 mm on the first 12 mm depth

5.

below 12 mm no further restriction
9.

10.

Location of interlocking features for crates with mov-

dependant on the basic dimensions of the crate

able elements as stacking principle

(see annex 2)

flat rims at the point of contact
no projections on the top rim

11.

The stacking function of any lid has to follow the same
criteria as above
Note

These criteria are applicable for different constructions

In order to establish the key dimensions a manufactur-

and designs, e.g. stacking using the rim and stacking by

ing and shrinkage tolerance of ± 0.5% was assumed.

using bale arms as the stacking feature. Whichever con-

This was chosen as the maximum value likely to be

struction is chosen the detail design should not disturb

used in the manufacture of RTI, however many manu-

the way it works with crates using different construc-

facturers use a lower value.

tion principles.

The key criteria are all expressed as maximum or mini-

Note

mum values, which are therefore unaffected by the

180° stack nest crates can follow the same require-

manufacturing tolerance chosen by the RTI manufac-

ments and criteria for the top rim as other crates, this

turer.

would achieve partial stacking compatibility.
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However this recommendation does not describe the

180° stack nest crates:

stacking of 180° stack nest crates with other 180° stack
nest crates in detail. This would require the exact definition and total uniformity of the column position and
dimensions and the corresponding gaps/exclusions in
the walls.
This illustration is only one example of the many design
Such a definition would lead to the definition of a spe-

principles currently used. Other designs are also possi-

cific design and limit innovation, which is not the in-

ble. The decision on which design to use must be left to

tention of the guideline.

the market and will not be limited by these proposals.

8. Explanations
To number 2: Minimum inner dimensions of the crate

To number 5: Clearance for location width

measured at the rim

The clearance for location width is the difference be-

One of the key principles of the IC-RTI is to allow inno-

tween the inner dimension of the crate and the outer

vation of design, e.g. to improve efficiency in the use

dimension of the bottom construction.

of crates. If the requirements of the users can be fulfilled with thinner walls the usable volume of the crate

To number 6: Location height

will be increased. Therefore the inner dimensions of

The location height is necessary to achieve secure stacks.

the crate are only defined at the stacking rim.
To number 8: Maximum radius for the inner corners of
To number 3: Thickness of the top rim

the top rim

The maximum thickness of the top rim is defined in

In the case of rectangular inner corner formed by two

such a way that crates manufactured at the bottom

interlocking sides the radius is defined as zero. In the

end of the tolerance will not fall into crates at the top

case of a moulded corner, in order to achieve a high

end of the tolerance. The top rim of the crate should

degree of volume use the radius should be as small as

be as near as possible to the maximum thickness of

possible. It is therefore defined as a maximum value.

15.5 mm to achieve a high degree on stability.

The outer radius of the base corner construction of a
crate has to be bigger than the radius for the top rim

Whilst top rims of 7 mm or 8 mm comply with the

inner corner of the crate with which it stacks.

guidelines, there would be a risk of unstable stacking if
the crates were not centred by the use of some other

To number 9: Location of interlocking features for

design feature. Sensible use of these guidelines will re-

crates with movable elements providing the stacking

sult in safe stacking compatibility.

support and location
Movable interlocking features, e.g. bale arms or flaps,

To number 4: Maximum outer dimensions of the bot-

can be used for all construction principles (rigid, col-

tom construction

lapsible, foldable, and nesting crates).

The outer dimensions of the bottom construction have

Specific stacking criteria for movable interlocking fea-

to be smaller than the minimum inner dimensions at

tures are only defined for the most commonly used

the rim. This is to ensure satisfactory stacking between

modules:

different crates manufactured at the extremes of the

❚ 600 x 400 mm

allowable tolerance.

❚ 400 x 300 mm
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9. Glossary of definitions
Summarised here are all definitions relevant to this recommendation:
Bar channels

Channels in the bottom of a crate that locate the bale
arm when used as a movable interlocking feature

Base dimensions

The dimensions of the rectangle defined on a horizontal surface by the four vertical planes intersecting at
right angles which enclose a transport package freestanding on that surface

Compatibility

Capability of two systems to be used together or in
combination

Crates

Generic term used to describe reusable transit packaging

Foldable crates type 1

Crate designs with the following features
❚ One piece - rigid top rim (frame)
❚ All side walls hinged at the top rim of the crate
❚ 2 one-piece side walls, normally on the narrow side
❚ 2 two-piece side walls with hinges in their horizontal
mid point, that allow the sides to fold to half their
height dimension when the crate is volume reduced
according to prEN 13117-1: Transport packaging –
Reusable, rigid plastics distribution boxes – Part 1:
General purpose application

Foldable crates type 2

Crate designs utilising four interlocking one piece side

(= collapsible crates)

walls hinged at the bottom of the crate
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Module

A unit or sub-unit of distribution based on standard
dimensions reference (ISO 3676)

Movable stacking/

A design feature such as a horizontal bale arm, flap or

locating device

partial lid used to support and locate one crate on top
of another when in a stack

Nestable crates

One-piece crate with tapered, fixed and non-movable
side walls which allow it to be put into crates of the
same design and size when empty. In contrast to foldable crates the volume reducing or volume expansion is
achieved without any additional handling procedures.
A lid or a movable stacking/locating device provide the
stacking feature. In certain cases the product is rigid
enough to support the crate above, e.g. bottles.
according to prEN 13117-1: Transport packaging
–Reusable, rigid plastics distribution boxes – Part 1:
General purpose application

180° stack nest crates

Special kind of nesting crates with different end walls.
Depending on the orientation of the end walls, with
respect to the crate below, 180° stack nest crates, stack
or – after a turn through 180° – nest
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Rigid crates

One-piece crates with vertical, fixed and non-movable
sidewalls. Volume reducing is not possible according to
prEN 13117-1: Transport packaging – Reusable, rigid
plastics distribution boxes – Part 1: General purpose application

RTI

Reusable Transport Items are items of equipment used

(Reusable Transport Items)

for the transportation, storage, handling and display of
product, which are returned for further usage when
empty. RTI include pallets, crates, rollracks, trolleys, dollies, cages, boxes, trays, barrels etc

Stackability

Capability of easily putting RTI on other RTI so that a
stable column or unit load is formed.

Supply Chain

All business activities needed to satisfy the demand for
products or services from the initial requirement for
raw material or data to final delivery to the end user
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ANNEX
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Contents
ANNEX 1: Examples of partial compatibility
The following pages are diagrams showing possible stacking compatibility combinations for different crates designs.

Diagram 1:

Crate descriptions and symbols

Diagram 2:

Rigid Crate

Diagram 3:

Collapsible Crate

Diagram 4:

Foldable Crate

Diagram 5:

Nestable Crate

Diagram 6:

Rigid Crate with embedded bale arm

Diagram 7:

Collapsible Crate with embedded bale arm

Diagram 8:

Foldable Crate with embedded bale arm

Diagram 9:

Nestable crate with embedded bale arm

Diagram 10:

Rigid Crate with bale arm and bar channel

Diagram 11:

Collapsible Crate with bale arm and bar channel

Diagram 12:

Foldable Crate with bale arm and bar channel

Diagram 13:

Nestable Crate with bale arm and bar channel
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1

Diagram 1. Crate descriptions and symbols

Rigid crate

Collapsible crate

Foldable crate

Nestable crate

Rigid crate with embedded bale arm
Collabsible crate with embedded bale arm

Foldable crate with embedded bale arm

Nestable crate with embadded bale arm

Rigid crate with bale arm and bar channel

Collapsible crate with bale arm and bar channel

Foldable crate with bale arm and bar channel

= positive location
Nestable crate with bale arm and bar channel

= supported but not
positively located

Diagram 2. Rigid Crate

2

3

Diagram 3. Collapsible Crate
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Diagram 4. Foldable Crate

Diagram 6. Rigid Crate with embedded bale arm
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4

6

Diagram 5. Nestable Crate

Diagram 7. Collapsible Crate with embedded bale arm

5

7

Diagram 8. Foldable Crate with embedded bale arm

Diagram 10. Rigid Crate with bale arm and bar channel

8

10

9

Diagram 9. Nestable crate with embedded bale arm

11

Diagram 11. Collapsible Crate with bale arm and bar channel
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Diagram 12. Foldable Crate with bale arm and bar channel

22

12

Diagram 13. Nestable Crate with bale arm and bar channel
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ANNEX 2: Nominal dimensions
Nominal dimension

400 x 200

300 x 200

400 x 300

600 x 400

1a) Maximum outer length (mm)

400

300

400

600

1b) Maximum outer width (mm)

200

200

300

400

3–15,5

3–15,5

3–15,5

3–15,5

8–11

8–11

8–11

8–11

7 Minimum clearance for location height

12

12

12

12

8 Maximum radius for the inner corner

3

3

3

3

270,3

418

297,2

448,2

Key dimensions =
Defined dimensions
1 Maximum outer dimensions of the crate

3 Thickness of the top rim (mm)
6 Location height (mm)

on the first 12 mm depth (mm)
9 Location of interlocking features for crates
with movable elements as stacking principle
9a) Minimum inner dimension between
the movable elements
9b) Maximum outer dimension between
the movable elements

Derived dimensions
2 Minimum inner dimensions of
the crate measured at the rim
2a) Minimum inner length (mm)

365

266

365

563

2b) Minimum inner width (mm)

167

167

263

365

365

266

365

563

167

167

263

365

0-8

0-6

0-8

0-12

Calculation = Nominal outer dimension
minus 2 x maximum top rim
4 Maximum outer dimensions for bottom
construction, including tolerance
4a) Maximum outer length for
bottom construction (mm)
4b) Maximum outer width for
bottom construction (mm)
Calculation = Minimum inner dimensions
of the crate measured at the rim
5 Clearance for location width (mm)
Calculation = 2 x (Maximum outer dimension
minus minimum inner dimension)
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ANNEX 3: Position of Spanish consumer goods industry
Regarding the inefficiencies, negative effects and con-

The particular market demands for a variety of differ-

fusion among users caused by the criterion of compati-

ent packaging and crates for packing fruits and vegeta-

bility proposed in the document prepared by IC for RTI

bles entail inefficiencies which should have an impact

which proposes making reusable rigid and folding

on the parties who demand such particular formulae.

crates compatible with bale arm crates, AECOC responds as follows:

For product sectors and categories other than fruits
and vegetables it is not advisable to apply the criterion

AECOC does not accept the proposed criterion of com-

of compatibility in this document since it involves a va-

patibility and supports the criterion of compatibility

riety of design formulae which multiply the complexity

defined in its AECOC Recommendations for Logistics -

and the problems of adapting the reusable crates to

RAL. The RAL regarding the compatibility of reusable

production lines and distribution processes.

crates are specifications dealing with the types and system of compatibility established by producers (farmers)

Those interested in receiving more detailed informa-

and retailers. These specifications apply to the Spanish

tion on the inefficiencies of the proposed criterion of

fruit and vegetable-growing scenario and to the Euro-

compatibility can contact the AECOC. The information

pean fruit and vegetable production and distribution

refers to:

scenario.
❚ Increase in the manufacturing cost of reusable crates.
The best practice experienced in Spain in connection
with Spanish fruit and vegetable exports and in the

❚ Increased risk of industrial accidents and ergonomic
inefficiencies.

general European fruit and vegetable production and

❚ Increased risk of product contamination.

distribution scenario is to apply the AECOC specifica-

❚ Increase in production and Supply Chain costs.

tions on the criterion of compatibility without includ-

❚ Increase in costs and environmental impact.

ing any moving element or modification of any kind to
the design of the reusable rigid and collapsible crates
which are efficiently applied to these scenarios.
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